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NEW DATE !!!

SMSC EXPO’21
Will now take place on

4 - 5 December 2021 at
Wests Ashfield,

115 Liverpool Road, Ashfield

For further information please contact Michael Bennett by
email <mjbennett@ozemail.com.au> or on 0411545770

ENDEAVOUR GROUP ZOOM S&T

will be held on Sunday, 14 November at 6:30pm
unless otherwise notified, please log in using link and meeting ID:

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/4983177191

If you wish to present a model or ask a question, please provide
photos and text to maurice@yorkfamily.id.au

SMSC CLUB CHRISTMAS DINNER
will be held after closing of EXPO’21 on

Sunday, 3rd December 2021 at 5:30pm
at Wests Ashfield, 115 Liverpool Road, Ashfield
unless otherwise notified.

IMPORTANT NOTIFICATION

Dear Members
We are trialling something new. (at least new for many of us)
We are encouraging more displays of models at our S&T's, and we would welcome participation from not just those who attend, but also from those who for
whatever reason can't (this is particularly relevant to our Associate Members and
those who are ill). We are also aware that some who attend don't bring models
due to their size and difficulty and the risk of damage of transporting them.
So, we ask that you put numbered photos of your progress in the .jpg format together with your text of all explanations or questions (please identify the numbered
photo you want to ask a question about), we project your photos at the meeting
and read out your explanation or question, record the answer and respond to you.
We are looking into incorporating the meeting into a Zoom session so you can
participate from home, but attendance at the meeting is encouraged as being the
best way to enjoy and benefit from it.
To enhance your photo and highlight your work, we ask that you take the photo
against a plain (and preferably light) background without the clutter of background
décor (and pots of glue). You don’t need to be an expert photographer, even your
cellphone camera is intelligent enough to get a clear picture.
To make it easier for us to prepare for the meeting, we ask that you get your photos and texts to <secretary@smsc.org.au> or <maurice@yorkfamily.id.au>
well ahead of time.
This method of presentation was trialled in the October Endeavour Group meeting
with success and we seek the assistance and co-operation of members who wish
to make a presentation.
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ENDEAVOUR GROUP ZOOM
MEETING - 2nd October 2021

This virtual meeting was forced on us by the ongoing pandemic conditions, it was attended by 12 members and proved extremely successful with photographic presentations with
oral explanations. In fact we hope it will now become the standard for presentations, including
the face-to-face meetings into the future. A further benefit is that it will also make it easier for
our non-Metropolitan members to benefit from our meetings.
Michael Bennett is out of his comfort zone making a model scaled at 1:60 rather than his usual
miniatures, his scratch built concept race-built galleon is progressing, as the photos show. To
be used in “gaming”, some elements of scale are sacrificed for efficiency.

Stephen Smith is now working on an Amati model of
“Titanic”. When assembling his skeleton frame he
became aware that the first 6 bulkheads needed to
be adjusted, which he did as shown. Stephen also
ascertained that the deck planking is 3-butt planking.

John Beazley acquired an OcCre tugboat “Ulises” from Ralph
Hannaford who had completed much of the hull to the first planking. John has built the model from there, he is now waiting for
some scale crew figurines to come from overseas to finish the
model completely.
He has selected the next project to be Shackleton’s ill fated
“Endurance”, a kit by OcCre. On opening the box, John is very
impressed with the instructions that accompany the model.

cont. p. 4
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cont. from p. 3
Mike Barton is enjoying building
his Modellers Central “Krait” as
he feels comfortably within his
abilities. The model is progressing and Mike has had to paint it
to make it look like an old fishing
boat (which is what it was).
Recently he encountered an issue with the cabin, only to find that it was because he had not installed one of the walls square. Now that is resolved the build continues.
Peter Rea first presented an interesting historical
presentation of the war galleys of the Mediterranean
from the days of the wars between the Romans and the
Carthaginians. Peter will display these in a diorama setting. He was quick to point out that, despite the role of
Charlton Heston in Ben-Hur, the oarsmen in the Roman galleys were not slaves but marines
who would go and fight when the ships met in battle. Peter also explained the function of the
“corvus”, a ramp that would hook 2 ships together to enable boarding.

Peter’s second presentation were some 3D resin printed figurines created by Ron Thomas.
We hope to hold a workshop on creating 3D printing to be held on the Central Coast early in the
new year.
Tony Merriott is building the Artesania Latina “HMS Bounty’s Jolly Boat”
which is progressing nicely. Tony cautioned against something just about all
of us have experienced when building small elements whilst holding the model in our hands, ie the risk of crushing those delicate elements.

Evert van Oeveren is building his Modellers Central
“Duyfken”, and it is turning out to be a very nice
model. Evert used an electric bender for the planks
and he found it easy to use. The photos show the
side view and the view of the deck from above, as
well as the closing up of the first layer of planking.

cont. p.5
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cont. from p. 4

Maurice York presented 2 models, one of the Modellers
Central “Mermaid” where he is still working on the deck
furniture. Like so many modellers, Maurice is having problems with the belaying rails
splitting, and he was advised to
use 1mm thick 3-ply as replacement, so that the rail doesn’t split along the grain line.
He also presented a “different ship”, a Space Shuttle “Discovery”
by LEGO which shows the shuttle in the middle of the Hubble Telescope launch. This model attracted a lot of favourable comments.
Mike Kelly is still working on his “Titanic
Trio in a Bottle” at the scale of approx.
1:700. . Some elements of how he’ll get
the Titanic, Carpathia and Californian into
the bottle is baffling even such an expert
as Mike.
A lively discussion occurred when the question of painting models arose.
Whilst the use of Indian Ink was preferred by many, for other colours some
members showed a preference for the Feast & Watson product “Prooftint”
which apparently comes in a large variety of colours. This is of course a very
touchy topic, with everybody having their own preferences (including preferring to not use paint at all and allow the timbers to be the feature of the model). It is being put out there for members to trial it if they wish.
Dach Hall tried to join the meeting but regrettably he was unable to access the
Zoom, so his his progress with his Modellers Central “Mermaid” was presented with
photos. Dach’s modifications to the transom
have previously been discussed, it is nice to
see the model nearing its completion still
needing some running rigging.
Tom Wolf continued his progress on his
“HMS Pegasus”. This model was obtained in 2018 from Richard Keyes who
part-built her from an Amati-Victory
Models kit of HMS Fly. The hull was
mostly finished, Tom installed the deadeyes and chains, then threaded the
shrouds and the standing rigging including the euphroes and crowfeet. The
photos speak for themselves.
Discussion followed about the white
painted underside of the model and how
it highlighted the waterline.

This fantastic meeting was closed with a
vote of thanks to Maurice who was our
Zoom-master host for the meeting.
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SMSC has, over the years, developed a relationship with other Clubs from all
over the world. In particular, we regularly receive newsletters from the Midwest
Model Shipwrights (USA) called the “Forecastle Report“ and by arrangement
and their kind permission acknowledging the source and the author, we reprint
the following article from their May 2009 issue, reporting on a PowerPoint
presentation by Bob Filipowski in April 2009

Stropping Deadeyes for Small Scale Models

The presentation featured a tried and true method for stropping small scale deadeyes. Bob Filipowski admitted that nothing he was going to show the membership was revolutionary, but that
it would certainly be of interest to newer members.
The Power Point started out by describing various deadeye assemblies used during different
periods in history. Bob stated that the presentation would focus on the more simplistic version
that was popular in the 19th Century.
The first step involved annealing a pre-cut piece of
wire, which made it more pliable. A candle worked
well for this purpose. Filipowski demonstrated two
variations for crimping the wire around the deadeye, but stated that he preferred the version described here.
After cleaning the wire, it is wrapped around the deadeye, and held in place with the help of
some plastic beads. Using needle nose pliers, the wire is then crimped as tightly as possible
against the deadeye. Fine wire salvaged from an old transformer (.005” diameter) is then tied
around the two legs of the strop. This type of wire normally has a coating on it that prevents solder from sticking to it during the soldering process.
Flux and small bits of solder are then laid along the
strop. If Britannia deadeyes are being used, a heat
sink will be needed to prevent the deadeye from melting. (Notice the fine tipped tweezers in the photo.)
Heat is then applied with a low wattage iron, starting
at a point furthest from the deadeye, and moving toward it as the solder begins to melt.
When cool, the assembly is filed down, which removes the transformer wire and flattens the
surface of the strop.
A common device used on deadeye assemblies was the preventer
plate. These had a small offset
that compensated for the thickness of the chain plate. On his
Staghound, Bob used a commercially available fitting for this purpose. The offset was accomplished by clamping two used knife blades together, so that a step
existed between the top and bottom blades.
After making sure that the preventer plate was flat, it was held on top of
the upper blade with a pair of duck-bill pliers, so that it overhung the
edge of the step enough to create the offset.
A second set of pliers then compressed the overhanging portion and created the offset.
Bob cautioned everyone that getting the second set of pliers
too close to the step could create a shearing action, which
would cut the fitting in two!
As far as the Staghound is concerned, two different thicknesses of wire were used to strop the deadeyes. Consequently, the offset for some of the preventer plates had to be
decreased. The rest of the installation was pretty straight forward
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SMSC has, over the years, developed a relationship with other Clubs from all over
the world. In particular, we have a special relationship wth the Canberra Model
Shipwrights Society and we get to read their newsletter “Scuttlebutt”. By arrangement and their kind permission acknowledging the source and the author, we reprint
the following adapted article from their March 2021 issue.

THE SINKING OF VASA LED TO
AN IMPROVED SISTER SHIP

by Liam McLean
I decided to build two models of the Vasa. And along the way one of the models has been modified to represent the Vasaʼs sister ship the Äpplet .
I began this build with the intention of building the models using only my existing stock if possible.
I have managed to achieve that so far, only using bits and pieces from my stock in the build.
As can be seen in the photo, except for a few additions that
would be better done after the rigging has been set, the hulls
have been completed.

In researching for the build I found information on the probable colour
scheme of the Vasa.
As you can see in the photos, this
makes the stern of the model seem a
little gaudy; nonetheless it is close to
what was described.
In comparison, where the rest of the
wood on the hull was heavily soaked in
oil and tar and not painted, the model
looks quite drab. The application of the
oil and tar protections to the vessels themselves would have
helped to save the ships from rotting while under water for so
long.
During my research to assist in the build, I also found on the internet that the Vasa had a sister ship called the Äpplet (or Apple), which was almost identical.
This ship was still being built at the time the Vasa launched and
sank in Stockholm Harbour. The faults identified with the design of the Vasa were quickly rectified in the build of her sister ship.
It was believed that the Vasa had too many heavy cannons placed high up on the ship and
these were the cause of her capsizing when manoeuvring. Accordingly, the Äpplet was then fitted with lighter cannons. Äpplet was launched in 1629 and was purposely sunk as a harbour
protection wreck in 1659 (after a distinguished and successful career of 30 years).
In line with my intention to use my existing stock for these builds, it was fortunate that I have
several cannon sizes in stock and I was able to fit one model with larger guns than the other
model. This enabled me to have one model representing the Vasa and the other the Äpplet
It is of note that the wreck of the Äpplet has been recently found so these variations between
the two ships have been confirmed.
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THE HUNLEY

Report by Alan Bideleux
Though none of her crew survived to tell the tale, first submersible vessel to sink an
enemy warship was the H.L.Hunley during the American Civil War (1861-1864)
She was built privately with funds from Horace L. Hunley in 1863 for the Confederate military and had a crew of eight. Seven crewmen worked the crank which was her source
of power and the eighth member piloted the boat.
Though all the crew was lost the mission paved the way for the continued development of the
notion of the inevitability of submarine warfare.
The Hunley had a few features that were developed over the years and became integral features of submarines. These included diving planes to monitor diving and surfacing maneuvers
as well as a raised conning tower for surface cruising. Her construction comprised custom built
cast iron fittings and a hull of rolled plate. Ballast tanks were located at the bow and stern of the
vessel.
In February 1864 the USS Housatonic, a Union 16-gun, 1,240-ton sloop-of-war, was on blockade patrol off Charleston, South Carolina’s Harbour and under cover of darkness the Hunley
approached silently and rammed the Housatonic below the water line which set off the torpedo.
The Union ship sank taking five crewmen with her and the Hunley was not seen again until researchers located her remains 131 years later. Below is a diagram of the vessel and the
“torpedo” that sank the Housatonic.

The search for the remains of Hunley culminated in her discovery in 1995 and her subsequent
raising from the seabed in 2000. When located, the wreck site location was never disclosed for
fear of looting.
The researchers who found the wreck were amazed to find all eight crewmen at their stations
and in remarkable well preserved condition. The vessel itself appeared to show little if any evidence of damage. The crew seemed to have
died from massive damage to the brain and the
lungs as a result of the explosion itself as the
hull itself showed no sign of damage. The explosive charge would have created a massive secondary shockwave, crushing their lungs and
brain and killing them instantly. The few holes in
the hull are believed to have been the result of
sea water damage only.

Eventually the Hunley was secured and now is
on view at the Warren Lasch Conservation Center at Clemson University, South Carolina
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PLANK CUTTING AID

Report by Tom Wolf
Some members have wanted to cut their own planks but have been put off by
fears that their fingers may get too close to the rotating sawblade. This article was
inspired by 2 articles featured in the July and August 2020 issues of the Forecastle Report, the newsletter of the Midwest Model Shipwrights (USA), and acknowledging the source and the work of Doc Williams and Rick Szydelko, we have extracted items
from the articles and adapted it
for the use of our members.
The aid is called (in carpentry)
a :”feather” and it simply holds
the timber being cut by wedging it in place. This item is particularly useful if you are using
a table saw with a guide and a
parallel groove. The feather
goes into the groove and forces the timber against the guide, giving a regular cut.
These “feathers”, in various shapes, are available commercially for about $20 or less.
Midwest Model Shipwrights’ (USA) Doc Williams and Rick Szydelko have prepared a sketch
and photos for you to make your own cutting aid feather which ialso shows how the method
works:

This method of cutting or stripping
your timber to make your planks (to be
combined with “thicknessing” to ensure constant thickness) will ensure
endless supply of planks.
NOTE:
1.
the method only works on metal
tray table saws that have a guide
groove.
2.
magnetic “feathers” that don’t
need the groove are also available commercially at a much higher cost

Drawing
by Rick
Szydelko
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BATAVIA WRECK

Report by Alan Bideleux, photos by Tom Wolf
There’s no shortage of material written over the years, chronologically recalling the
terrible events surrounding the wreck of the Batavia - mutiny, murder and mayhem. It
is these tragic events that come to mind whenever the Batavia is brought up in discussion. But
what else is known of the ship itself? In this piece we intentionally avoid reviewing the awful
events that took place after Batavia was wrecked on her maiden voyage as much as possible.
Batavia was launched in 1628 as the Flagship of the Dutch East India
Company, (Vereenigde Oostindische Compagnie or VOC), and she set
sail on her maiden voyage on October 1628; a voyage that lasted less
than 9 months.
Together with seven other ships she set sail for the East Indies but a
violent storm in the North Sea separated the fleet and only 3 came together when the storm abated; the Batavia, the Assendelft and the Buren. Batavia’s cargo comprised, among other things, silver coins, artworks bound for an Indian Mogul and sandstone blocks for the façade
of the VOC headquarters in Batavia (aka Jakarta).
Officially there were 341 souls on board but allowing for desertions at
the last minute, this number was reduced to 322. Approximately two
thirds of those on board were officers and crew and the balance comprised family members of
VOC staff and about a hundred other military personnel. Batavia was commanded by Francisco Pelsaert, the captain was Ariaen Jacobsz (who is believed to have been too fond of strong
drink) and the third most senior member of the ship’s crew was Jeronimus Cornelisz.
The diminished fleet reached the Cape of Good Hope without any major problems but when
they set sail from the Cape matters seemed to deteriorate as Pelsaert fell ill and was confined
to his cabin for most of the rest of the voyage leaving Jacobsz and Cornelisz in charge of the
fleet. Jacobsz and Cornelisz together formed an unholy alliance that was to culminate in the
dreadful events following the wreck,
Batavia struck the Morning Reef near Beacon Island, part of the Houtman Abrolhos Islands off
the Western Australian coast at 2am on 4 June 1629 while Jacobsz was on watch (possibly
under the effect of strong drink). Approximately 180 souls including women and children were
ferried from the wreck to the island, leaving some 80 still aboard the stricken vessel.
Pelsaert recorded his concern about drinking water that, along with some food, were saved
from the wreck. Nothing was found on any of the nearby islands so Pelsaert and 48 crewmen
left the others behind, going in search of supplies and help.
In a feat of incredible navigation, they arrived at Batavia 33 days later and organized a rescue
party. A week later they set sail and returned to assist those stranded on Abrolhos, a return
trip that took 66 days.
During the 106 days of Pelsaert’s absence, the most violent and sadistic mutiny had taken
place under the leadership of Cornelisz, events that amount to mass murder of 125 men, women and children, the worst criminal violence
committed in Australian history.
Cornelisz ruled the survivors through violence,
coercion and sexual slavery, planning to start a
new kingdom with him as the ruler.
As indicated, this article is not about those
events but the ship, but on his return Pelsaert
immediately took charge and the murdering
mutineers were all rounded up and executed
for their crimes.
On 5th December 1629, Pelsaert and all the
survivors started the return trip Batavia with as
much of the original cargo as was available.
The remnants of the wreck of Batavia have
been recovered and is on display at the WA
Maritime Museum, Fremantle.
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THE PLIMSOLL LINE

Report by Tom Wolf
The Plimsoll line is a reference mark located on a ship’s hull that indicates the
maximum depth to which the vessel may be safely immersed when loaded with
cargo. This depth varies with a ship’s dimensions, type of cargo, time of year, and
the water densities encountered in port and at sea.
Once these factors have been accounted for, a ship’s captain can determine the appropriate
Plimsoll line needed for the voyage (see image):
TF = Tropical Fresh Water
T = Tropical
F = Fresh Water
S = Summer
W = Winter
WNA = Winter North Atlantic
AB = Letters indicating the registration authority (Lloyd’s
Register in the image shown); the circle with the line
through it indicates whether or not the cargo is loaded
evenly
Varying water temperatures will affect a ship's draft, because
warm water is less dense than cold water, providing less
buoyancy. In the same way, fresh water is less dense than
salinated or seawater with the same lessening effect upon
buoyancy.
Samuel Plimsoll (1824–1898) was a member of the
British Parliament who was concerned with the loss
of ships and crews due to vessel overloading.
In the 1860’s.Plimsoll, took up the load line cause
against strong opposition and facing lawsuits from
shipowners who were anxious to stop him because
they were convinced that he would put them out of
business, or leave them facing financial ruin.
The enormous loss of life sustained by workers at
sea was not, it seems, at the forefront of the shipowners’ minds.
Many sailors refused to go to sea and deserted . In
1855, a group of sailors wrote to Queen Victoria
complaining that they’d been found guilty of desertion because they’d complained about going to sea
in dangerous ships.
Around the same time, an inspector of prisons reported that nine out of 12 prisoners in the jails of
south-west England were sailors, imprisoned for 12
weeks for refusing to sail in ships they considered
to be unseaworthy.
A Royal Commission on unseaworthy ships was established in 1872, and in 1876 the United
Kingdom Merchant Shipping Act made the load line mark compulsory, this mark on a ship's
sides is a line that would disappear below the waterline if the ship was overloaded.
This was not some new invention, the Venetians had been using a form of load lines from 12 th
Century, but the use was not widespread or enforced by law.
The positioning of the mark was not fixed by law until 1894 in Britain. In 1906 laws were
passed requiring foreign ships visiting British ports to be marked with a load line. It was not until 1930 (the 1930 Load Line Convention) that there was international agreement for universal
application of load line regulations. The line, also known as the Plimsoll mark, is found midship
on both the port and starboard hulls of cargo vessels and is still used worldwide by the shipping industry.
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LATEEN AND GAFF RIGGING
(on large European ships)

Report by Tom Wolf
(Research material derived from articles on the internet and from “Historic
Ship Models” by Wolfram zu Mondfeld is gratefully acknowledged)
A lateen rig is a triangular sail set on a
long yard mounted at an angle on the
mast, and running in a fore-and-aft direction. Dating back to Roman navigation, the lateen became the favourite
sail of the Age of Discovery, mainly because it allows a boat to tack "against
the wind". it continues to be the standard rig for feluccas and dhows.
Until the 14th century, the lateen sail
was employed primarily in the Mediterranean, while the Atlantic and Baltic
(and Indian Ocean) vessels relied on
square sails.

The Northern European adoption of the lateen in the Late Middle
Ages was one of the
technological developments in shipbuilding
that made ships easier
to manoeuver, however, the great size of the
lateen yardarm made it
difficult and dangerous to handle on larger ships in stormy
weather, and with the development of the carrack (and later
the galleon and the later ships developed from them), the use
of lateen was restricted to the mizzen mast.
The lateen yard on the mizzen mast was initially made of 2 or 3
spars lashed together up to the mid 16th century, but after that
they were made of a single spar (like the other yards).
One of the disadvantages of the lateen sail is the fact that it
has a "bad tack". The sail is to the side of the mast, on one
tack that puts the mast directly against the sail on the leeward
side, where it can significantly interfere with the airflow over the
sail. On the other tack the sail is pushed away from the mast,
greatly reducing the interference and increasing efficiency.
From the early 18th century the lateen rig was replaced in European ships by gaff rigging.
About mid 18th century the lateen yard was cut short at the
mizzen mast and the remaining part was fixed to the mast with
a fork known as the jaws (“the gaff”) and a horizontal boom
(the “driver”) was fixed at the bottom of the mast (usually also
with jaws) enabling a sail to be fixed to these spars to be deployed.
cont. p.13
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cont. from p. 12

The jaws are fixed to the mast by a set of parrels and trucks, but by later in the 19th century
the jaws were superseded by goosenecks (a pin and gudgeon arrangement).

If you are aiming to create an accurate model, it is to be noted that the lateen spar was thinner
at the top end than the bottom, and similarly the gaff and driver boom were not symmetrical
but were thinner at the ends.
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CASE FOR SHELLAC

Article provided by a member. source unknown
This gift from the insect world is a great finish for home woodworkers. Today, shellac
is the most under-appreciated of all finishes, but this hasn’t always been the case.
Until the 1920s, when lacquer was introduced, shellac was the primary finish used in furniture
factories and small woodworking shops.
It continued to be the favoured finish of professionals finishing interior wood trim and floors,
and of hobbyists finishing everything, including furniture, until the 1950s and 60s.
Then polyurethane and “wiping” varnish (varnish thinned about half with paint thinner and often
mislabelled “tung oil”) were introduced and widely promoted.
Beginning in the1970s, blends of linseed oil and varnish, like Watco Danish Oil, were promoted in magazines for their ease of use.
Instead of defending shellac during this period, suppliers retreated to the position that shellac
was a good sealer for stains and knots.
They also allowed shellac to get an exaggerated reputation for weak water resistance, and
they increased its stated “shelf life” from one year to three years. (Shellac slowly deteriorates
after it’s dissolved in alcohol. After about a year it no longer hardens well enough or is waterresistant enough to be used as a complete finish on most furniture and cabinet surfaces. Always use shellac within a year of when it was dissolved.)
Now shellac is rarely used as a finish except by high-end antique refinishers (which ought to
tell you something). This is terribly unfortunate, because shellac still is one of the best finish
choices for most woodworking and refinishing projects.
What is Shellac?
Shellac is a natural resin secreted by
insects called lacbugs, which attach
themselves to certain trees native to
India and Southeast Asia.
Suppliers buy the resin and sell it as
flakes, or dissolve it in alcohol and
package the solution in cans for purchase.
Natural shellac is orange (amber) in colour and is the best choice when you
want to add warmth to wood. Most old
furniture and woodwork was finished
with orange shellac.
Bleached shellac (sold as “white” or “clear”) is best when you want to maintain the whiteness
of a pickling stain or the natural colour of light woods such as maple, birch and poplar. You can
mix orange and bleached shellac to achieve an in-between colour.
Natural shellac contains about 5 percent wax and will produce excellent results; but dewaxed
shellac, whether pre-dissolved or in flake form, is more water-resistant. You can remove wax
from regular shellac by letting it settle and then decanting the liquid.
Shellac is a very old finish, so it has an old measuring system based on the concept of “pound
cut.”
One pound of shellac flakes dissolved in one gallon of alcohol equals a one-pound cut. Two
pounds in one gallon is a two-pound cut; one pound in a quart is a four-pound cut; and so on.
The shellac you buy at the paint store is almost always a three-pound cut, which is very thick
for brushing or spraying.
Thin this shellac by half with denatured alcohol (shellac thinner) and make adjustments from
there to reach the thickness, or pound cut, you feel most comfortable working with.
To obtain maximum freshness and thus maximum hardness and water resistance, use denatured alcohol to dissolve your own shellac from flakes, which are available from many woodworking suppliers. Start with a two-pound cut, and adjust from there.
cont. p. 15
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cont. from p. 14
Applying Shellac
To brush shellac, remember that alcohol evaporates rapidly, so you must work fast. Use a
good quality natural or synthetic bristle brush, or a foam brush, and brush in long strokes in the
direction of the grain if at all possible.
Work fast enough on your project to keep a “wet edge,” and wait until the next coat to fill in any
missed places if the shellac becomes tacky.
Spraying shellac is no different than spraying other finishes. Just as thinning shellac reduces
brush marks during brushing, thinning reduces orange peel while spraying.
However you apply the shellac, allow the first coat to dry about two hours, then sand with gray,
320-grit stearated (self-lubricated) sandpaper just enough to remove dust nibs and raised
grain. Use a light touch to reduce sandpaper clogging and to avoid sanding through the finish.
Remove the dust and apply a second coat. Add more alcohol to the shellac if you’re getting severe brush marks or orange peel, or if air bubbles are drying in the film. The alcohol will slow
the drying and allow the bubbles to pop out.
There is no limit to the amount you can thin shellac, but you may have to apply more coats to
get the build you want. Apply as many coats as necessary to achieve the look you want.
Each new coat dissolves into the existing coat, so there’s no need to sand between coats except to remove dust nibs or other flaws. To see flaws like runs and sags before they dry in the
film, arrange your work so you can see a reflected light in the area you’re finishing. Then brush
out the flaws before they dry.
If the humidity is high, or if there’s too much water in the alcohol you’ve used to thin your shellac, it may turn milky-white. This is called “blushing” and is caused by moisture settling in the
finish.
Wait for a drier day, use a purer alcohol or both. You usually can remove existing blushing in
the finish by applying alcohol on a dry day or by rubbing with an abrasive, such as a ScotchBrite pad or steel wool.
If, at any time, you create problems you can’t remove without creating greater problems, strip
the finish with alcohol or paint stripper and begin again.
In between coats you can store your brush by hanging it in a jar of alcohol, or you can clean it
easily by washing it in a half-and-half mixture of household ammonia and water. You can reclaim brushes with hardened shellac by soaking in either solution.
When you have applied the desired number of coats (three is minimum in most cases), you
can leave the finish as is.
Or you can level it using 320-grit and finer sandpaper and a flat backing block, then rub it to the
sheen you want using Scotch-Brite pads, fine steel wool or abrasive compounds like pumice
and rottenstone. If the rubbed finish shows finger marks easily, apply paste wax or an oily furniture polish
Shellac Pros Cons
Advantages:
•
Much more water and scratch-resistant than oil or oil/varnish-blends, which cure too soft
to be built up on wood.
•
Better dust-free results than varnish or polyurethane, which cure very slowly.
•
Less polluting, less of a health hazard and less smelly than varnish, polyurethane or lacquer.
•
Easier to apply and richer-looking than water-based finishes.
•
Easier to clean (with ammonia and water) than all other finishes.
Disadvantages:
•
Not water- or scratch-resistant enough for surfaces such as kitchen cabinets and tables
that take a beating.
•
Available only in gloss shean.
•
Tends to ridge at the edges of brush strokes.
•
Slowly deteriorates after being dissolved in alcohol.
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THE WRECK OF S.S.TEKAPO

Shipwrecks have played a colourful
part in the history of Sydney. Lives
lost and saved, cargoes salvaged or
sunk, and wreckage sent to the deep - the six
ships which foundered along the beaches and
coast South of Port Jackson (Sydney Harbour)
became magnets for local spectators.
The SS Tekapo was built in Greenock, Glasgow
in 1881 and was originally built as a cargo vessel, she was later modified to also carry passengers. When built, she was known as the SS
Cape Clear and was used to transport migrants
from Europe to Tasmania. She was an ironhulled vessel 89 metres long, 12 metres wide,
and displaced 2.439 tons with a maximum
speed of 11 knots and could carry 133 passengers.
She was renamed the SS Tekapo after being
purchased by the Union Steam Ship Company
of New Zealand in 1884 and was one of the
larger ships operating in Australia at the time,
and in 1889 accommodation for an additional
50 passengers was added.
The Tekapo commenced its final voyage at
2:30 am on 16 May 1899, leaving Sydney Harbour to travel to Port Kembla to take on coal
for the New Zealand run. She ran into heavy
fog just 14 kilometres out of Sydney Harbour
and struck the southern headland of Maroubra
Beach and settled on flat rocks at 3:45 am.
The fog at the time was so heavy that the Captain gave orders for the lifeboats to be
launched without realising that they were already on the shore.
Despite the firing of rockets and distress guns, South Head lighthouse was not aware of the
incident, and it was up to local residents to alert the authorities.
Attempts by tugs to refloat the vessel were unsuccessful, and salvage attempts were commenced. Sydney residents came in their thousands to see the wreck despite the fact that,
as at the time Maroubra was not settled, it
was quite a journey to go by tram to Coogee,
then coach, bicycle, or walk to Maroubra
Beach.
A subsequent Marine Board of Inquiry found
the Tekapo’s Captain to be guilty of navigating too close to the shore.
Today there is a memorial to the Tekapo at
the northern end of Maroubra Beach, comprising of 2 obelisks and the Tekapo’s anchor.
There is a hole in the larger obelisk, and
when one lines up the tip of the smaller obelisk through the hole, it lines up to the spot
where Tekapo came to grief.
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THE BATTLE OF FLORES (1591)

Report by Tom Wolf
The conflicts between Protestant Queen Elizabeth of England and Catholic King Phillip
ll of Spain are well documented and (used to be) taught in primary school. As I grew
up, the stories of the Spanish Armada and the infamous Sir Francis Drake and Sir Walter Raleigh rolled off the tongue as if we were relating some important Australian history. Happily we
now no longer adorate these men.
There were of course many Englishmen who were also Captains
of ships in that historical battle, but we were taught little of them.
One of those was Sir Richard Grenville, just as much the adventurer that Drake was, and a cousin of Raleigh’s.
Indeed, as a member of Parliament, in 1574 Grenville submitted a
proposal to the Privy Council to take a single ship to plunder Spanish treasure ships and plant colonies in South America and from
there to sail across the "South Sea" (i.e. Pacific Ocean) in hope of
finding a short cut to the Spice Islands and terra australis incognita. This plan was initially approved but then rescinded to try to
keep the peace with Spain, but was then put into effect by Drake
when he circumnavigated the globe in 1577. This caused some
bad blood and is the reason why Grenville refused to ever serve
with Francis Drake in any capacity.
Grenville was appointed Vice-Admiral of the Fleet under Admiral Thomas Howard. He was
charged with maintaining a squadron at the Azores to waylay the return to Spain of the annual
South American treasure fleets. Grenville had command of Revenge, a galleon considered to
be a masterpiece of naval construction.
Howard was in command of 22 ships (including Revenge) and was surprised when a stronger
Spanish fleet appeared off Flores, Howard ordered his ships to flee, saving them all except the
galleon Revenge..
Revenge remained in a rearguard action against 53 Spanish ships, this act allowing the English fleet to retire to safety. The crew of the Revenge sank and damaged several Spanish ships
during a day-and-night running battle. The Revenge was boarded many times by different
Spanish ships, and repelled each attack successfully.
Grenville is reported to have utterly refused to turn from the enemy, choosing rather to die than
to dishonour himself. For twelve hours he and his crew fought-off the Spanish, fighting until all
the powder of the Revenge, to the last barrel, was spent. All her pikes were broken, forty of her
best men were slain, and the most part of the rest were hurt.
When Admiral Sir Richard Grenville was badly wounded he ordered that Revenge be blown
up, but instead his surviving crew surrendered what was left of their vessel to the Spanish, on
a promise of fair treatment.
Grenville died of his wounds several days later, screaming that his men were "traitors and
dogs" for surrendering. The Spanish were not to enjoy their success, nor would Grenville's
men survive their deliverance. The Spanish fleet was caught by a cyclone soon after and during a week-long storm Revenge and fifteen Spanish warships and merchant vessels were lost
near the island of Terceira.
The battle marked the resurgence of Spanish naval power and brought about the realisation that
the English chances of catching and defeating a
well-defended treasure fleet were remote
It also hinted at what might have happened if the
cannonballs on the Spanish Armada ships had
actually fitted the Spanish cannon (they had been
manufactured in different areas of the Spanish
Habsburg Empire, and so were not all designed in
the same way, shape, or size). I wasn’t taught that
fact at school!
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World's Deadilest Sea Disaster: The
Sinking of the Wilhelm Gustloff

Report by Tom Wolf
While the Titanic is history's
most famous shipwreck, its death toll
was eclipsed by a little-remembered
maritime disaster on January 30, 1945.
An estimated 9,400 people died when
the Nazi liner Wilhelm Gustloff was torpedoed in the Baltic Sea during the closing stages of World War II, this makes it
the largest loss of life in a single ship
sinking in history.
In comparison, the death toll from the
1912 Titanic disaster was about 1,500.
MV Wilhelm Gustloff was a German
armed military transport ship constructed as a cruise ship in 1937, she had been requisitioned
by the Kriegsmarine (German navy) in 1939.
She served as a hospital ship in 1939 and 1940. She was then assigned as a floating barracks
for naval personnel in Gdynia (Gotenhafen) before being armed and put into service to
transport evacuees in 1945.
Gustloff was sunk by Soviet submarine S-13 while evacuating German soldiers, civilians, officials and refugees from East Prussia, Lithuania, Latvia, Poland and Estonia and military personnel from Gotenhafen (Gdynia) as the Red Army advanced.
Ironically the German troops and civilians aboard the Wilhelm Gustloff (including large numbers of women and children) boarded the vessel in German-occupied Poland with high hopes
of survival.
Many civilians had heard rumours of the savage treatment handed out by the advancing Soviet
army to civilians in East Prussia including the mass rape of women and young girls.
However, in spite of the large numbers of civilians aboard, it could not be regarded it as a refugee ship.
Essentially, by carrying anti-aircraft guns as well as 1000 military personnel, it was a legitimate
target under the rules of law.
Decisions by Captain Wilhelm Peterson and other German naval
commanders during the fateful voyage made the ship a sitting duck.
As its only naval escort was a small
torpedo-boat, the fear of sea mines
convinced Captain Peterson to take
his vessel through the deeper open
sea even though he knew that is
where submarines could operate.
Since the liner hadn't been sailed for
four years, he decided to keep a
slow speed of just 12 knots.
Then, after being alerted to a nearby
German convoy and fearing a midsea collision, Captain Peterson
turned the Gustloff's lights and beacons on, an order that defied the advice of military officers aboard who
warned it would make the vessel easy prey for submarine attack,
cont. p. 19
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cont. from p. 18
Sure enough, nine hours into
their voyage disaster struck,
when three torpedoes fired by
the Russian submarine S-13
slammed into the port side of
the Gustloff.
German naval vessels rushed
to the scene and rescued more
than 900 people, but survivors
described mass panic aboard,
with many people killed as water poured through its pierced
hull.
Others perished in a stampede on
the stairs and decks.
There were not enough lifeboats
and many were frozen to the deck.
Those who plunged into the sea
perished within minutes due to exposure in the freezing water, which,
with an outside air temperature of 18C combined in an eventual a
death sentence for most of the
ship's passengers.
With the end of World War II a few
months later in May 1945, Germans (and the whole world) determined to close the chapter on
Hitler's Third Reich, and so this maritime catastrophe slipped into obscurity.
Today the Gustloff wreck remains on the Baltic Sea floor and is an official war grave. To deter
treasure hunters, Polish authorities have made it illegal to go within 500 metres of it.
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HORNBY LIGHTHOUSE

Report by Tom Wolf
The iconic red and white striped
tower of Hornby Lighthouse
stands tall at South Head, near
Watsons Bay in Sydney Harbour National Park marking the southern entrance to Port Jackson (Sydney Harbour) as
well as lighting the South Reef, a ledge of
submerged rocks.
It was known as the "Lower Light", to distinguish it from Macquarie Lighthouse, the
"Upper Light" higher on the cliff a very short
distance to the South.
The original apparatus was a first order catoptric lens, and the light source was a kerosene lamp.
Also built with the lighthouse was a sandstone keeper's cottage and second cottage
was constructed in 1860, and two rooms
were added to each of the cottages in 1877.
In 1904 the light was upgraded to incandescent gas. In 1933 the light was electrified, and the
lighthouse was automated and became un-manned.
In 1948 a Chance Brothers catadioptric lens was installed, and the light characteristic was
changed to a rhythmic light.
The light's current characteristic is a white light showing two seconds on, three seconds off
(L.Fl.W. 5s), visible for 15 nautical miles (28 km; 17 mi).
The lighthouse is a tapered circular structure, built of curved dressed sandstone and standing
9.1 metres above the ground. It is painted with distinctive red and white vertical stripes. The
sandstone was quarried locally.
On top of the tower is a non-ferrous metal balcony and railing, painted white, surrounded the
glass-enclosed lamp.
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